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Eij (yap aytavrov etnas }K dewv Sai/xova?
AaAfiv a-navra oaaa eKTioas fj.6vos
Adyoiai diiois, ayytXovs rjfiOiv act.
(lauiys of Kayo) ei/xi ovi/.7ra6r)s tauTou
N6fx.oi.oiv avrov Kal vooois xal IXapiais.
Si Moipa OfTTTT] KTX.

A X ? P o s ' Kafivf codd.: traieci. 2 fiov-qv codd.: correxi. 5 vofioiai TOUTOIS codd.:
correxi. 7 Otwv seclusi. 11, 14 supplevi.

I note only my own emendations; others (not affecting the acrostics) I have taken
from R. Ganszyniec, Byz.-neugr. Jahrb. 2 (1921), 445 ff., or D. Kaimakis, Die
Kyraniden (Meisenheim, 1976).

The Magnus who composed these poems, if not identical with the Alexandrian
Harpocration from whom the compiler of the Cyranides took them, might possibly
be the fourth-century physician from Nisibis (PLRE i, Magnus 7) who practised in
Alexandria. We know from Libanius that he was in Egypt in 364 and 388. Palladas'
epitaph on him (A.P. 11. 281) bears the heading eis Mayvov laTpoao<fnarrjv in the
manuscripts, and Eunapius (vit. Soph. 20) represents him as more notable for
eloquence than for effectiveness as a healer. The emphasis on the power of wealth to
counteract sickness in the third poem (3 f.) would suit a professional doctor, though
he is clearly not one whose methods are rigorously scientific. Against the identification
with Magnus of Nisibis is the fact that the latter is presumably the author of the
epigram about Galen in A.P. 16. 270, which suggests a more accomplished versifier
than the author of the acrostics.

Without a firm identification for Magnus it is hardly profitable to speculate about
the identity of Marcellinus. It may, however, be worth pointing out that the historian
Ammianus Marcellinus, besides being a contemporary of Magnus of Nisibis, himself
served at Nisibis in 354 (and passed through it again a few years later); and that both
men appear as recipients of letters from Libanius.1
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1 Amm. 14. 9. 1, 18. 6. 8; Lib. ep. 843, 1063.

ERRATUM
C.Q. n.s. 31 (1981), 468 line 12 should read 'the surviving portion covering his own
lifetime, in the lost books he was subject to'; line 16 should have 'Confidence'.
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